Norepinephrine and amino acids in prepyriform cortex of rats fed imbalanced amino acid diets.
Monoamines and amino acids were measured in anterior prepyriform cortex (PPC) and anterior cingulate cortex (CC) of male Sprague-Dawley rats after they were offered basal, imbalanced (IMB) or corrected amino acid diets, limited in threonine (THR) or isoleucine (ILE). In the THR study, brains were taken after 2.5 hr of feeding, when intake of THR-IMB was just depressed. In the ILE study the brains were taken after 3.5 hr on ILE-IMB, a less severely imbalanced ration, before the onset of food intake depression. The PPC has been shown to be involved in the acute response of animals to imbalanced amino acid diets. In the PPC from the IMB diet groups, NE was reduced by 30%, but the other monoamines were unchanged. In CC, an area involved in the adaptive, but not the acute feeding response to imbalanced diets, the monoamines were unchanged in the IMB diet groups. In both studies, in both tissues, the limiting amino acids were decreased in the IMB groups, although the decrease of ILE in the CC failed to reach significance. The remaining indispensable amino acids, added to create the imbalance, were slightly reduced in the THR-IMB group, but not in the ILE-IMB group in both tissues. Thus, the amino acid patterns were altered in the PPC and CC, as they are in whole brains from animals fed imbalanced amino acid diets. These results also suggest that the concentration of NE in the PPC may be associated with the initial food intake response of animals to imbalanced amino acid diets.